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B.C.A (Part-II) Semerter-lII EraninAtion

DATA STRUCTURE

Paper-3STl

Time : Ttrec Hoursl [Maximum Marks : 60

Note :- (l) ALL questions carry equal marks.

(2) All question carry equat marks.

1. (a) What is Data Structure ? Explain lhe opcration p€rformed or it. 6

(b) Explain the algorithm to insert new element into the stack using PUSH operation. 6

OR

2. (a) Explai! the algoritbm to delete the element ftom Array. 6

O) Explain the procedure to coflvert infix expressio! to prefix expression with example.

6

3. (a) Explain the Tower of Haroi problem with suitable example. 6

(b) Write the procedue for tanslation of Prefix to Postfix expression using Recursiou.

6

OR

4. (a) Writc the Recursion algorithm to fiIld tbe factodal of given trumber, 6

(b) What is Recursion ? Explain the term simulation Recursion. 6

5. (a) What is Queue ? Explain the algorithm to insert the element into the queue. 6

(b) Explain the advantages and disadvantages of linked list. 6

OR

6. (a) Explain the algoritim to iNert a node into linked lisl as a first node. 6

(b) Explain the overflow and underflow condition occurs in queue with suitable example.

6

7. (a) What is Binary Search Tree ? Explain with suitable example. 6

(b) Explain the memory representation of Binary Tree. 6

OR
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8 Ilxplaitr the following with suitable example i

(i) Root

(ii) Degree of Tree

(iii) Lcvel of Tree

(iv) Sibling

(v) Forest

(vi) Leaf.
ll

9 (a) What is Searching ? Explain the algorithm to find the element using Linear Search

method with suitable exarnple. 6

(b) Explain the algorithm to sort the element using Inseflion sort method with

cxample. 5

10. (a) what is sorting ? Explain the algorithm to arrange he elemetrt using Bubble sort

method. 6

1t) Explain the algo thm to find the element using Binary search method with example'

6

OR
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